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What is a 
touchless claim?



Traditional claims Low touch claims Touchless claims Instant claims

Completely 
automated processManual process

Advocate involved in most 
decision points 

Advocates & vendors work the 
claim. Advocate touchpoints 

are reduced.

Advocates do not touch the 
claim. Tasks are delegated to 

vendors. 

No human involvement other 
than from the customer

The Evolution of Claims 

How and when this mix is split is critical to 
delivering a world class experience 



Touchless claim example: Home water claim

Customer’s 
toilet water line 
breaks. She files 
a claim through 

the app.

Claim is 
automatically 

dispatched to a 
Contractor.

Customer 
decides to use 
the contractor 

for repairs.
Contractor sends 
repair estimates 

to insurance 
company through 

the app. 

Insurance 
company 

automatically  
settles the claim 

and sends a 
payment to the 

customer.

They arrive on 
site within 4 

hours. Starts  the 
water mitigation 

and dry out 
process (prevents 
further damages).

Contractors are available 24/7/365 so the experience, loss costs and expense envelope are improved



A claim file that  
knows its own 

status                     





Why Now?









Ingredients 



Every claim starts 
with a 

photo/video                     

Today less than 45% of claims are reported through a digital channel 



Estimates 
are created 

instantly                     

The vast majority of claims still require human interaction to create an estimate  



Fraud detection
 is running 

24 x 7                     

Today fraud is highly focused on static models, next evolution is continuous monitoring  



Every claim is 
measured in 

seconds                     

Today the majority of claims are measured in hours, days and weeks  



Value vs Action 

AI Jim 2.0| 



Most insurers see the value of touchless claims, but 

comparatively few are operating in a touchless manner 

today. While 97% of respondents said touchless claims 

provided at least some business value, a much

smaller 33% are actively engaged in operating in a 

touchless manner.

| 2022, Celent PropertyCasualty360 survey



If 97% of respondents believe touchless claims have at least 

some value, but only

33% of their organizations are making some use, then the 

“What is holding them back?” 

According to the data, “difficulty integrating with

legacy core systems” is the most significant barrier.

A 2022, Celent PropertyCasualty360 survey



2022, Celent PropertyCasualty360 survey

One survey points to a significant increase in 3 years  



Why Touchless 
Claims? 

AI Jim 2.0| 



| | 

What will it 
deliver?  

Bolster your brand by providing delightful and lightning fast service 

Customer experience

Improve the Loss Ratio through accuracy of settlements

Loss ratio

Decrease operational expenses by scaling through innovation & 

optimization 

Operational expenses 



| | 

Car is a great 
example that 
highlights 
operational 
efficiencies 

$50 (this will soon be under $10)

Instant estimate created by AI 

$250

Field Inspection by and IA  

$200

Field inspection by a staff appraiser  

Assigned to a direct repair shop at first notice  

$25



| 

Product lines matter; but key principles apply 

- Roadside

- Glass

- Single vehicle, no 
injuries 

- Multiple vehicles, no 
injuries and clear 
liability 

- Theft 

- Water 

- Power outage 

- Catastrophe 

- Preventative 

- Accident

- Illness

- Any reimbursement

- File that knows its 
own status 

- Instant estimates

- Continuous fraud 
detection 

- Measured in seconds 



Risks and Mitigations to 
Consider 

Risks 

● Regulatory environment

● Payment accuracy as 
instant/touchless % increases 

● Increased complexity as 3rd party 
partnerships grow

● Vendor quality control

Dependencies

● Government industry relations 
influence

● Automated audit engines

● Vendor dashboards and clarity on 
spend vs performance 

● Responsible AI 



Speed + Ease = 
Empathy                      



Questions?
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Thanks
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